Options for councils in supporting
leisure and culture providers through
COVID-19
Guidance

Note: This guidance is correct as of 5 June 2020. It has been adapted from the original
guidance by the Local Government Association in collaboration with ukactive and
Community Leisure UK

Purpose
Introduction
On 16 March 2020, the Prime Minister asked people to stop going to public places,
including their local cultural venues like theatres. On 20 March 2020, the UK
Government announced that across the four nations there will be a temporary
closure of all gyms, leisure centres, libraries, theatres and concert halls, museums
and galleries, and community centres (along with pubs, clubs, restaurants, cafes) as
part of its COVID-19 response to stop the spread of infection. On the same day, the
First Minister announced for Welsh Ministers to exercise their powers under the 1984
Public Health Act to close these facilities.
These leisure and culture facilities provide vital health, leisure and wellbeing services
to local communities and will be a key re-engagement service for those communities
post the COVID-19 pandemic. While the First Minister announced on May 8 that
libraries can start thinking about safely reopening, most services stay closed at least
until June, and, when allowed to reopen, will do so with significantly restricted
service. Most other cultural, leisure and sport facilities will not be allowed to reopen
in some, restricted form until at least the amber stage of the Welsh Government’s
traffic light system to get out of the current lockdown. Leisure and culture providers,
who are charitable trusts or private operators are now at crisis point as a result of
loss of income and limited cash reserves. Even when they are allowed to reopen by
Welsh Government, this situation will continue for some time as a result of limited
use of re-opened spaces and cancellations of services where social distancing is
simply not possible, enhanced cleaning, and start-up costs including staff re-training.
This advice note aims to update councils on the impact the COVID-19 pandemic is
having on leisure and culture providers operating services and facilities owned and
delivered on behalf of councils. It includes options as well as examples of how
councils are providing practical support to providers and ensuring facilities are in a
position to reopen when social distancing measures are relaxed.
Leisure and culture providers are currently falling between the cracks of most
announced support packages. Leisure and culture trusts are most at risk because
they are charities, societies or community interest companies (with a public benefit
asset lock) and as such do not distribute profits. Currently leisure and culture
providers are exempt from most COVID-19 emergency support funding, because:
•
•
•

1

the Procurement Policy Notes 02/201 (PPN 02/20) on supplier relief do not
account for the income arrangements between councils and providers
they are not eligible for the Welsh Economic Resilience Fund as the method to
provide a 60% or higher loss of income is not designed to respond to the
financial circumstances and funding mix of trusts
they are unable to secure loan finance, either through the government backed
scheme or commercially, due to judgement of viability being assessed and
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/procurement-policy-note-0220-supplier-relief-due-to-covid-19
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Date here

•
•
•

judged on historical profitable financial records rather than on future financial
projections, tight contractual and operating margins and, for trusts, their
reinvestment of surpluses into the community model
the majority have a rateable value above £51 000 so are not eligible to receive
the retail, hospitality and leisure grants
they are not eligible for the Third Sector Resilience Fund and the Voluntary
Services Emergency Fund, as they are not deemed ‘small’ nor ‘delivering frontline
services’
closure has been required and some are interpreting this as a ‘change of law’
event from central government which may mean contractual obligations
changing

This note focuses on advice that is applicable to trusts and private operators across
Wales.

Background
Why are leisure and culture services and their providers important?
Leisure and culture providers operate a range of services and facilities on behalf of
councils. They may be private operators or trusts (registered charities, societies or
community interest companies). Many of the sites they operate are leisure centres,
swimming pools and parks, but in some localities they also operate libraries,
theatres, museums, pitches, golf courses, ice arenas, beach fronts, and heritage
buildings.
Leisure and culture providers contribute to the delivery of the statutory
responsibilities for local authorities within the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act.
The services they provide play an important role in ensuring the mental and physical
wellbeing and social connectedness of local communities2. Research from Sport
Wales shows that Welsh sports have a social return of £2.88 for every pound
invested in it, including considerable savings to the National Health Service3.
Engagement in leisure and cultural activities contributes strongly to mental wellbeing
by allowing people to be active and to connect with others. Sport is also an
important economic contributor, seeing as since 2010 there has been a 14%
increase in Welsh sport related employment, a 14% increase in consumer
expenditure on sport and a 10% increase in sport related GVA4.
Although public buildings have been temporarily closed during the coronavirus crisis,
some leisure and cultural facilities have been repurposed to support the COVID-19
response. Some providers have begun to deliver streamed workout videos, children
2

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-06/arts-and-culture-vision-statement-light-springs-throughthe-dark.pdf
3 https://wsa.wales/download/social-return-on-investment-of-sport-in-wales-2016-17/
4 https://www.sport.wales/media-centre/latest-news/2019-11-20-report-principality-stadium-helps-sport-makehuge-economic-impact-on-wales/
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and adult activities, and community information online. The services provided by
leisure and culture providers will be even more important as we move towards
thinking about recovery and supporting communities to return to their local leisure
and cultural facilities, and to support their mental wellbeing.
If the leisure and culture sector is not sustained through this crisis, the remobilisation of public leisure and culture provision will be significantly affected,
statutory library services will be at risk, facilities and venues will be unable to open
and clubs and voluntary organisations unable to re-start activities for communities.
This would lead to additional costs to the public purse through re-procurement,
TUPEing staff, or establishing new delivery mechanisms whilst facilities remain
closed for longer periods. There will be an impact on the social and health benefits
to communities at a time when these will be most needed.
What are the features of leisure and culture operators?
The delivery model for operators does vary, but the main features are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Due to contractual requirements to invest profits back into council services,
margins are extremely low (in leisure, usually between 1 per cent – 5 per cent of
income relative to contracts).
They are largely reliant on income from customers and/or management fees to
operate.
Reserves are low as a result of a necessity to reinvest into facilities and
communities.
Management fees paid to and from operators are just a balance figure between
income and expenditure. Therefore with no income a significant financial gap
exists.
There is an ongoing net subsidy requirement even when facilities are closed and
mitigations are in place, as the average monthly cost of utility, non-furloughed
staff, pension contributions, loans, repayments and standing charges etc is
around £168,000 per provider per month.
Operators cannot access cash from equity issues or other financial models
available to commercial entities.
Councils benefit from the trust and private operator model allowing reductions in
the cost of running facilities.

In addition to the above, leisure and culture trusts are different from many other
services undertaken by councils, in that:
•
•
•

they are registered charities, societies or community interest companies (with a
public benefit asset lock) and reinvest all surpluses into their facilities and
services.
they are independent of any controlling group structure.
reserves are low and in line with their Reserves Policy following Charity
Commission guidelines.
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Public leisure and sport is managed by trusts in 50% of Welsh local authorities. In
five Welsh local authorities, trusts manage public culture, primarily libraries and arts
venues.
What challenges are they facing?
Leisure and culture trusts in particular face serious cash flow challenges. Welsh
leisure and culture trusts continue to incur an average of nearly £168,000 of
monthly costs (excluding costs recovered through the Job Retention Scheme and
any negotiated expenditure reductions). These costs include utilities, significant
pension contributions i.e. local government pension scheme contributions are c. 1718% (not recoverable from the Job Retention Scheme above the 3% threshold) and
ongoing building maintenance. This is while leisure and culture trusts are losing an
average of £460,000 of income per month.
If the ‘lockdown’ were to end while social distancing measures stay in place and
currently helpful financial support like the Job Retention Scheme ends, a third of
Welsh trusts will reach an “insecure” position within 6 months; 44% of Welsh trusts
will reach this position within the next six to nine months. In nine to twelve months
from now, 77% of Welsh trusts will have become “non viable” or be in an “insecure”
position.
Leisure and culture operators further face particular challenges in accessing
Government support during the COVID-19 pandemic:
•
•
•

critically, while they benefit from the Job Retention Scheme, they are largely
ineligible for the retail, hospitality and leisure grants or rate relief
they are also not in a position to take out loan finance – due to the risk –
because of the nature of their business model and the low margins, which are in
any case reinvested in the community
it is not yet clear whether or not they will be able to access any of the Third
Sector Resilience Fund and the Voluntary Services Emergency Fund

Private operators are also facing serious financial challenges as a result of lost
income and high standing costs associated with running a facility. In some cases,
they will be able to take out loan finance, but in others their position will closely
mirror that of trusts.
What are the risks if a leisure and culture operator is no longer viable?
When a leisure and/or culture operator running services on behalf of a council begin
to be no longer financially viable, the council faces a difficult choice. It can either
allow the operator to become insolvent, potentially bringing any facilities owned by
the council back in-house as a means of keeping them open, or it can choose to
support the operator. If any of the trusts who manage libraries service fail, the
council is at risk of not fulfilling its statutory services. In all cases, leisure and culture
services contribute significantly to the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act.
Therefore any disruption in delivering those services will have a significant impact on
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council’s statutory obligations, with many councils no longer having any professional
leisure or cultural service managers to be able to recommence operational service or
undertake operational reviews.
Either approach is likely to involve significant costs to the council. The cost of
supporting a trust will vary according to the particular local circumstances and the
approach of the council. Bringing a facility back in-house also involves a wide range
of costs including:
•
•
•

•
•

maintaining the facility
TUPEing staff and potentially ‘topping up’ the salaries of those currently on
furlough;
loss of income while the facilities are closed under the current restrictions (and
higher increased costs following the lifting of restrictions because councils will
potentially need to recruit and secure expertise before they can reopen facilities.
Councils will also face full business rates where previously trusts could claim
charitable relief.)
re-tendering the services at a later date if applicable
potentially replacing the facility in the long term since recent research shows that
nearly two thirds of leisure centres are outdated and in need of urgent new
investment5

There is also a significant cost to the community, as the services are likely to remain
closed until arrangements can be put in place to reopen, at a time when councils will
have many other demands on their time and finances and statutory services will
have to take priority.
There are specific risks to wider council-led priorities and delivery of statutory duties
which are reliant on leisure and culture facilities. Although not statutory, councils
play a strategic role in determining and driving local economic priorities to increase
economic growth, job creation and make local areas attractive places to live and
work. Repurposing town centres to bring a better balance between housing, leisure,
public services and cultural hubs and retail is one example of how councils are doing
this. Thus, in the longer term the absence of a leisure and culture infrastructure will
have an adverse effect on the council’s progress for its wellbeing and local economic
priorities.
What can my council do to support our leisure and culture partner?
We recognise that there will be many calls on council resources at this time. The
following list is provided to help councils identify their options to support their local
leisure and/or culture trust. Not all options will be appropriate in all council areas
and will depend on local contracts. However, we encourage you to work with your
leisure and culture provider as a partner, rather than simply a contractual provider,
to identify what will work best for them and, in the long-term, your communities in
support of your council’s public health, future generations and economic strategies.
5

https://www.local.gov.uk/nearly-two-thirds-leisure-centres-need-urgent-investment
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While the details will differ, our ambition is for a partnership-focused approach to be
adopted across all councils.
The following actions will support a partnership approach between councils and their
leisure and culture providers:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopting the recommendations and approach recommended in PPN 02/20.
Supporting the net subsidy position utilising the Open Book approach
recommended in the current PPN 02/20 run from service closure on 20 March to
the date at which ‘full normal service and income levels have been achieved’ to
ensure fairness and transparency. Leisure and culture providers will be under an
obligation to mitigate costs as much as possible.
Holding regular review meetings with the operator to monitor and manage the
joint response to the crisis.
Understanding that organisations have had to furlough most of their staff
resource, so reconciliation under the Open Book specific to the contract should
be quarterly to minimise resource impact.
Understanding that leisure and culture operators including trusts, are not eligible
for the vast majority of Welsh Government-backed business support schemes,
nor those of Sport Wales and the Arts Council of Wales (at the time of writing).
Taking steps to understand the potential costs to their council in present and
future budgets should their leisure and culture partner be unable to continue.
Noting that under ‘Change in Law provisions’ (where applicable) the council is
fully responsible for all the costs of hibernation and supporting the ramp back up
to normal working.
Agreeing hibernation costs with the operator (where relevant), including security,
plant checks etc.

Councils may also consider:
•
•

funding the operator to pay staff their normal contracted remuneration, while
also ensuring that the operator is maximising the value of the Government’s Job
Retention Scheme6
agreeing payments to the operator to ensure that the operator’s cash flow
position is protected.

It should be noted that leisure and culture operators are supporting a large number
of community resilience plans across the country and this collaborative approach is
providing immediate benefits to many councils and their communities. Therefore if
these operators are not able to return safely then not only are councils statutory
services impacted but the whole infrastructure of public leisure and culture across
Wales will be affected. The continuation of this community support and
infrastructure is encouraged.
Forms of support

6

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/claim-for-wage-costs-through-the-coronavirus-job-retention-scheme
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Where possible, we recognise that councils are doing their best to help by
introducing a range of emergency measures including relaxing monitoring and
outcomes requirements, advance payments on management fees and in some cases
offering direct financial support. Specific examples of support offered by councils to
leisure and culture providers (trusts and private operators) include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

waiving the sum contracted to be paid to the council by the provider on a
monthly basis
offering their leisure and culture contractors an interest free loan or a grant to
cover the months of closure and concession on future measures when allowed to
re-open
deferring any rental costs for the sites they operate on
paying forward on this year’s operating subsidy, as a quarterly advanced
payment
offering to fund all staff related costs that are required to attend the centres to
perform building checks, therefore complying with building checks and
contractual obligations
proposing to pay the anticipated costs of maintenance, utilities, cleaning, finance
charges, professional fees, irrecoverable VAT and a proportion of central
overheads, subject to an open book reconciliation being undertaken to determine
the actual cost when the centres re-open.

Councils may look at advance payments as laid out in the PPN 02/20 to ease the
cash flow challenges facing leisure and culture trusts in particular.

Summary
The health and wellbeing of the nation is at the forefront of all our minds and it is
clear the services delivered by leisure and culture providers play a vital role in this
both now and in the future. They support councils in their statutory duties under the
Wellbeing of Future Generations Act and are instrumental in the local public leisure
and culture infrastructure that in turn support other community groups.
Whilst the PPN 02/20 guidance needs to provide a generic position covering a
number of services, the delivery of council services by leisure and culture trusts
needs to be assessed in line with the unique circumstances required to deliver the
contracts and specifications put in place by councils. Local circumstances will differ
and councils are best placed to decide their own approach to these services, but we
would advocate a partnership-focused approach between council and provider as the
best way of securing positive outcomes for the community.
We would encourage councils to consider the long-term implications of these
unprecedented times on the culture and leisure sector as a whole and consider how
we can best stand together to ensure the resilience of these facilities for our
residents.
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Frequently asked questions
Below are a series of questions commonly asked by councils of their providers and
are intended to assist in supporting the conversation between organisations. The
majority of these answers are based on previous conversations between ukactive
members and their council partners, but have been reviewed and adapted where
appropriate to make responses applicable across leisure and culture providers.
Does council support constitute state aid?
•
•
•
•
•

Contracts are procured via OJEU in full compliance with EU Procurement Rules
and the Public Contracts Regulations (or The Concessions Contracts Regulations).
Those contracts, at the time they were procured, included clear obligations on
councils to make payments under the contact in the event of a qualifying/specific
change in law.
Councils are complying with the terms of those contracts which were tendered in
accordance with EU Law.
Compliance with the terms of the contract cannot be seen as ‘distorting
competition’ for the purposes of the State aid rules as the contract was open to
any organisation in the EU to tender for.
Any payments made do not, therefore, fall to be treated as state aid as they do
not satisfy all four tests under the state aid rules.

What savings can be made in relation to costs associated with repairs and
renewals, cleaning and waste and utilities whilst not affecting the
maintenance of the sites or plant and obligations related to compliance?
•

Savings will depend on the extent to which the council wishes to mothball sites.
For example, providers will aim to reduce energy costs as much as possible
whilst following Pool Water Treatment Advisory Group guidelines to ensure they
maintain plant and pool circulation systems ready for remobilisation of the sites.
Full mothballing comes with greater risk of plant and pool structure failure which
would be significantly more expensive. The same goes for cultural venues,
theatres in particular, where not all utilities can be switched off due to old
equipment that might break if not in use for a longer time.

The stability and viability of a multi-site operator will depend on their
ability to successfully vary their contractual arrangements with all the
various councils to whom they provide services. If the company becomes
insolvent, must all the contracting councils be notified immediately?
•

In any circumstances where the company became insolvent, all council partners
would be informed immediately. It is important to note that if the closures are
deemed to be a ‘change of law’, this has implications for the council’s
requirement to support.
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Are trusts and private operators prepared to set out exactly the relief they
are requesting against each contract in their portfolio?
•

Each organisation is prepared to work through each contract using the Open
Book approach recommended in the current PPN 02/20 to ensure full costs are
shown to the council in the spirit of a transparent approach. Financial information
from other councils would be confidential.

Could you please advise as to why the percentages assigned to central
support contribution differs between different council contracts with the
same provider? Can this figure be aligned?
•

The contribution is allocated to each contract on a pro rata basis based on the
size of the contract in relation to all council partners. This ensures that no one
council is covering a higher proportion of central running costs.

Where there is a ‘cost plus’ arrangement in place, does the operator
envisage this being a fixed price payment each month, or a fluctuating
payment based on actual expenditure?
•

The ‘cost plus’ arrangement would be a fluctuating payment based on actual
expenditure plus a fixed central cost contribution. Contractors will endeavour to
keep the actual expenditure as low as possible but there are a number of
unavoidable costs which must be incurred during the closure period. Costs may
also vary depending on the duration of the closure, eg additional stock wastage
in the case of an extended closure.

Some training is legally required to take place on a regular basis (for
example health and safety). Could clarity be provided as to those training
costs that would be incurred during a period of site closure?
•

•

The main costs are for First Aid as well as National Pool Lifeguard Training and
basic food hygiene renewals prior to re-opening sites. Expiry holidays have been
granted in most cases of statutory training for the duration of the lockdown.
There may be others depending on the length of closure but at this moment in
time these are the key training costs.
Providers are further considering additional training for staff upon reopening to
comply with new health and safety measures. Any of such expenses will be
shared with councils through the PPN ‘open book’ approach.

Can you advise whether payment holidays have been explored and
discounted in regards to all relevant cost lines ie licences or equipment
hire arrangements?
•

All providers are currently in talks with suppliers in relation to discounts and
payment holidays. Any discounts secured will be passed through to the council as
part of Open Book accounting (on the cost plus arrangement where applicable).
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A number of suppliers have allowed flexibility, but some stand behind contracted
positions.
Would it be correct to assume that the costs associated with ‘cost of sales
of goods’ would reduce further after April once perishable stock has been
disposed of?
•

Yes, this actual cost will reduce during the closure and can be confirmed after
each month during reconciliation of accounts. It does depend on what goes out
of date in each period.

With thanks to Sport Wales and the Arts Council of Wales for supporting this
guidance note.

With thanks to the LGA, Community Leisure UK and ukactive for their support in
the production of the original guidance note.
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